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Pornographic Periodicals Tied to Organized 

 
  By NICHOLAS CAGE 

 

 Nearly all of the major hardcore pornographic newspapers and 

periodicals in the United States are distributed by companies 

controlled by organized crime members, according to law 

inforcement officals, underworld figures and some of the 

newspaper owners themselves. 

 The largest of these publications is Screw, a weekly tabloid-sized 

newspaper that has a circulation of 85,000. The total circulation of 

the dozen leading pornographic papers, all distributed by the same 

two companies is about 300,000. 

 In a interview, Al Goldstein, publishe and and editor of  Screw, 

openly discussed the ties of the two companies that distribute these 

papers. 

 “We have no options at to who we deal with,” he said. 

“ No  legitimate distributor will touch us. I'd deal with Hitler if I 

had to. I'll deal with anyone I can do business with.” 

 Screw is published by Milky Way Productions, Inc. Which was 

foundedin 1968 by Mr. Goldstein and James Buckley, who recently 

gave up his interest to his partner to devote his time to producing 

and distributing movies. 

The Liberalization of  city state and Federal obsenity laws has 

spawned dozens of papers containing sexually explicit articles and 

pictures. They bear such names as, Pleazure, Hooker, San Franciso 

Ball, Whips & Chains, Hot Stuff and Smut. According to law 

enforcement officials, Mafia members are involved in the 

distribution of all of them' 

 These papers had difficulty finding distribbutors when they started 

and ultimately turnedto companies connected with organized crime. 

 Police officals and Federal agents who have been investigating 

organized- crime involvement in the pornography industry said 

thatpublishers of such publications had to give these companies a 

higher share of profits then is customary or an outright interest in 

their paper to obtain distribution. 

 Mr. Goldstein who is 39 years old, said that neither of the two 

distrributors he dealt with owned any interest in Screw, but he said 

that he paid them much higher ratesthenregular publications paid. 

Most pornographic papers are distributed nationally by a company 

called Star Distributors. Which is situated at 150 Lafayette Street, 

inManhattan. In New York City, distribution of pornogaphic 

papersis manly handled by Astro News,with offices at 118 8
th

  

Street Brooklyn. 

 Bolt Star Distributors and Astro News have strong Mafia ties, 

according to law-enforcement officials and underworld socrces. 

  

 



The officers of Star DistRibbutors are Theodore Rothstein 

president: Robert DiBernardo vice president and Nathan Gramer, 

secretary- treasurer. DiBernardo is listed by the New York police 

and the Justice Department as a member of the Mafia familt of Sam 

DeCavalcante, which is based in New Jersey. 

   Shipment for cash 
Star originally was operated by Theodore Rothstein says a report of 

the State investigation Commission. It operation, according to one 

withness, were severely hampered by its need for cast Shipments to 

Star were on basis of cash payments, where as most firms at that 

time received materials on a consignment basis. 

 “However Stars financial position and credit rating suddenly 

improved and it began receiving merchandise on consignment,” the 

report said  “Along with this financial change, came a new 

corparate office, Robert Di Bernardo. it was also clear, according to 

one withness, that in all subsequent business rtransactions, Di 

Bernardo had the last word in Star.” 

 Astro News, the major New York distributor for porno papers, is 

operated by Richard DiMatteo who is listed by the police as a 

member of the Gallo faction of Joseph Colombo crime family. 

Peter Diapoulas, a member of the Gallo group for 15 years until his 

recent defection, sais Mr. DiMatteo was the “front” at  Astro  News 

for Albert Gallo the leader og the Gallo group, who actually 

controls the company. 

   Fear at Newstands 
The experience of Milky Way Productions in distributing Screw 

follows the pattern of most companies publishing pornographic 

newspapers. 

 When Screw was first published, distributors and operators of 

newstands refused to handle the papers out of fear that they would 

be arrested on obscenity charges, the cofounders said. 

 In fact, Mr.Goldstein and Mr. Buckley have each been arrested 10 

times on obscenity charges, and they have had to pay $ 210.000 in 

legal costs for 162 newsdealers arrested for selling Screw. 

 “It's the law  that forced us into Mafia distribution,” Mr. Buckley 

said during an interview in his office at 116 West 14
th

 Street. 

 Mr. goldstein and mr.bbuckley eventually signed a contract with 

Star Distributors, who agreed to handle the paper outside New York, 

but not in the city. 

 Mr. Goldstein said that he did not know why Star refuesd to 

distribute the paper within the city, but law enforcement officials 

believe the reason is that Star is linked with the De Cavalcante 

Mafia family in New Jersey who fear angering New York Mafia 

families by encroaching on their territory. 

 In need of a Nnew York distributor, Mr. Goldstein turned to an 

independent group of three menwho began distributing the paper in 

the city, but he quickly discoveref that the men had little experience 

or competence in distributing newspaper. 

 



   An ok. From Blast 

 

 His dissatisfaction with his New York distributors reached the ears 

of Peter Diapoulas,  the Gallo gang member, and his partner at the 

time, Robert Bongiovi, who is also Known as Bobby Darrow. They 

considered it an excellent bisiness possibility. 

 “We went to see Blast [Albert Gallo] and got his O.K. To try to 

move in,” Mr. Diapoulas recalled recently. “Then we went to 

Goldstein and told him we could solve all his problems for him if 

he'd let us distribute his newspaper. He told us it was O.K. With 

him if we would settle things with the three guys that were doing it.” 

 According to Mr. Diapoulas the three menwere at first reluctant to 

give up the distribution and maintauned that they were with 

Vincent Gigante, a reported captain in the family of the late Vito 

Genovese. 

Mr. Diapoulas arranged a “sit-down” - an arbitration meeting- with 

the three and Mr. Gigante, who,he said, disclaimed any connection 

with them. 

 Nevertheless, the three still refused to turn over the distributorship, 

according to Mr. Diapoulas. “So we got a bunch of guys from 

president Street [the Gallo headquarters] and started busting up 

their trucks.” Quickly the three indepentent distributors capitulated. 

 At  the start  Mr. Diapoulas and his partner, Mr. Bongiovi, who is 

now serving a life term for murder, rented a truck and undertook 

the distribution of Screw by themselves. But it proved so profitable 

(the two paid themselves each $ 600 a week and the business made 

an average of $ 800 a week profit on top of that) that Albert Gallo 

decided to det a regular company th handle the distribution of 

Screw and other pornographic papers. 

 “By that time I was tired of the whole thing,” Mr. Diapoulas said, 

“and he put Ricky DiMatteo in there.” 

    

    'I Don't Doubt It' 

 

Mr. Goldstein  confirmed the details of the negotiations with Mr. 

Diapoulas and Mr. Bongiovi. But he said he did not know that 

strong-arm tactics had been used against his original New York 

distributors, although he added, “but i don't doubt it happened.” 

During an interview in his East Side apartment, Mr. Goldstein said 

thet he not feelthreatened by anyone at Astro News or Star 

Disdributors, “As long as i produce money for them i feel my life is 

safe,” he said. 

 But he said that he had had two “disturbing” encounters with 

underworld types. Once, he said, four men came to him and said he 

should end his relationship with Astro News and deal with them 

instead. “But I told Ricky [DiMatteo] about it and never heard from 

them again.” 

 

The second incident occurred two years ago, he said. Two men 



walked into Mr. Goldstein's office, put a gun to his head and stole 

$ 2,000 from the office. 

  “I was never so frightened in my life,” he recalled. “I realized then 

what a real coward a am. Later I asked the people I deal with if the 

men were Mafia and they told me no, they were punks out to make 

a quick score.” 

 The agreement between Micky Way and the distributor of Screw 

are weighted heavily in favor of Astro and Star Under the 

agreement Milky Way has little control over printing, distribution 

or book keeping after the paper is put together. 

 When an issue is ready, it is taken from the offices of Micky Way, 

at 116 West 14
th

 Street to the paper's printer, Balan Printing 

Company, at 537 Kings Highway in Brooklyn. After the newspaper 

is printed trucks  from Astro and Star pick up the papers and 

distribute them to newsstands and stores. 

 According to Mr. Goldstein between 85,000 and 100,00 papers are 

printed each week . Slightly less then half are distributed in New 

York by Astro News and the rest to other cities by Star Didtributors. 

 The New York edition sells for a dollar and the national  edition for 

$ 1.25. Micky Way Productions gets 40 cents for each paper sold in 

New York and 30 cents for each paper sold outside the city. 

    

    'I Hate Myself for It' 
 

Out of Micky Way's piece of the pie the company musy pay its 

employes, its overhead and all Legal fees if there is an arrest 

involving the publication, whether it involves the distributors, the 

printers or the street- level sellers. 

 “The deal stinks,” said Mr. Goldstein. “I know I could do better if I 

dealt with so-called legitimate distributors, but they won't come 

near me.” 

 He said he had contracted with a legitimate distributor, P.D.C. Inc 

to distribute a forthcoming monthly periodical- a glossy magazine 

version os Screw. 

 “The magazine will sell for $2 and ill get $1.07 of that which ia a 

much better split,” he said. “But the distributor will have the right 

to censor what goes in the magazine. Its the only way I could make 

a deal, although I have myself for it.” 

 In addition to editorial freedom, Mr. Goldstein said, there are other 

advantages to doing business with the Mafia. For one thing he said 

he got his money faster then he would from other distributors, he 

explained, pay several months after the date of publication. “Astro 

pays me within two months and Star within six weeks” he said. 

 

 

 

 

Neither Astro nor Star has censored what goes into Screw. Mr. 

Goldstein said. “They've tried a few times, but when push came to 



shove they backed off,” he said 

 That is not to say, however, that Mr. Goldstein underworld 

associates are always happy with the content of Screw. 

“They say Screw ia a sex amgazine and I should stick to that,” he 

said. They get mad as hell when I run something ridiculing the 

Catholic church or the pope.” he said. “In fact they don't like it 

when I attack anybodyin authority.” 

 Although other publishers of pornographic papers grumble about 

the division of profits with their Mafia-connected distributors, law-

inforcement officials believe that they are happy with one another. 

“ Bolt the publishers and the organized crime people that they deal 

with know they need each other to keep the gravy train they're on 

rolling,” said Detective Donald Gray of the police Department “Its  

mutually rewarding arrangement.” 
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  Gallo Gang Veteran Is Rubbed Out 
 

  By Albert Davila and Pual Meskil 

 

 Mafia capo John ( Mooney) Cutrone,  a veteran of Brooklyn's 

gangland wars, was shot and Killed yesterday morning in a 

luncheonette where he had stopped for coffee. 

 Cutrone, a captain in the Colombo crime family and boss of a 

mini-mob of former Gallo gangsters, was the second prominent 

Mafioso to be Killed in the last 12 days. 

 Andimo ( Tommy Noto ) Pappadio acting head of the Luchese 

mob, was Killed by a fusillade of bullets on the night of September. 

24 outside his home in Lido Beach L.I. Which is less then 15 miles 

from Cutrone's residence at 75 Marine ST, Massapequa, L.I. 

Although Pappadio and Cutrone reportedly were both active in the 

Long Island rackets of their organizations, the police were unsure 

whether the two rubouts were connected. 

“It could very well be that the first Killing led to the second,” a 

police official said. 

 Cutrone, 56, was sipping his coffee at the counter of Big Danny's 

Luncheonette on the corner of  E. Second St. and  Avenue M, in 

Midwood , Brooklyn, when two men walked in at 10:25 a.m. One 

wore a ski mask, but it was the other who pulled out an automatic 

pistol. 

 “Hit the deck,” everybody, one of the men said. 

 Cutrone jumped up and ran to the rear of the lunchroom. The four 

other customers dropped to the floorm as did owner Donald Big 

Danny Murer and Thomas Frangapane. 

 The gunmen ran after Cutrone and fired one shot that hit himin the 

back of the heard. Then the Killers drove off, leaving Cutrone's 

body at the kitchen entrance. Witnesses gave the police the licence 

number of the getaway auto. 

  Anthony Dell' Arena, a former counterman at the luncheonette, 

said that Cutrone was a regular customer and a friend of Big Danny. 

“He was a nice, quiet, friendly guy,” Dell' A rena said. 

 Cutrone was unarmed and without a bodyguard. He drove to the 

lunchroom in a large blue automobile with a bumper 

sticker,proclaiming “Skate With the Islanders.” A red plastic 

“devil's horn” to ward off evil spirits dangled from the rear view 

mirror. 

    Shell Casing Found 
 Detectives found two pairs of eye glasses on the front seat, a red 

jucket and a medical chart ebtitled “Human Pharmacology” in the 

back and an imitation leather hat, a telephone extension cord and 

two bottles of antifreeze in the trunk. 

 A  38- caliber shell casing was on the lunchroom floor near the 

body. The police believed that the ski mask was worn by a 



fingerman who knew Cutrone and identified him for the hit man. 

“ We have no idea what the motive was, said Lt. Ben Pulice, 

commander of the 10
th

 Homicide Squad. Nassau County detectives 

investigating the Pappadio murder expressed an interest in the 

latest mob hit. 

 Cutrone was an original member of the South Brooklyn gang 

formed by the three Gallo brothers Larry, Joey, and  Al. He took 

part in the bloody Profaci Gallo war in which a score of Brooklyn 

mobsters bit the dust. The war ended when Joe Colombo took over 

the Profaci mob. 

 After Larry Gallo died a natural death and Joe was shot dead in 

Little Italy restaurant in 1972, Cutrone defected to the Colombo 

camp and took 15 Gallo soldiers with him. Albert( Kid Blast) Gallo, 

the surviving brother, put out a contract on Cutrone and his crew. In 

the mini-war that followed in the summer of 1974, a Gallo loyalist 

was killed and at least seven hoods were wounded. 
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